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Abstract: The (E)-2-(2-hydroxystyryl)quinolin-8-ol (abbreviated as HSQ) molecule was synthesized and characterized.
The ESIPT, solvatochromism properties, electronic structure, and ground and excited electric dipole moments of this
molecule were measured using absorption and fluorescence spectra recorded in 13 different solvents. Its electronic
structure via electronic transitions was investigated to find the quantitative values of solvatochromism properties by
LSER calculations. The ESIPT mechanism was clarified; ground and excited dipole moments were determined using
solvatochromic shift methods. The DFT (B3LYP)/6-311++G(d,p) method and basis set with potential energy surface
(PES) calculations of proton transfer were used to explain the ESIPT mechanism. NBO analysis, NLO properties, and
behavior under an electric field were also determined.
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1. Introduction
Quinoline derivatives have been used in many different applications such as optoelectronic materials and optical
switches in nonlinear optics due to their unique electronic structure [1,2]. In addition, these compounds have
some biological activities such as anticancer potential [1,3] and are used in the treatment of malaria, topical
pathogenic parasitic Leishmania infection, antihepatitis B, etc. They have usage in textiles as well [4–6].

In particular, 8-hydroxyquinoline derivatives have attracted considerable interest due to their intramolec-
ular proton transfer process properties. The physical and chemical effects of this challenging case in electronic
structure are still being researched. Moreover, 8-hydroxyquinoline and its derivatives play an important role
as chelating ligands for the preparation of various photo- and electroluminescent metal complexes [7,8] and
fluorescent chemosensors for metal cations [9–16]. In addition, they exhibit strong pharmacological activities
[17]. Naik et al., Filip et al., and Mehata et al. have investigated the electronic structure of 8-hydroxy quinoline
and some of its derivatives [18–20].

Introduction of substituents, e.g., styryl groups, into the hydroxyquinoline ligand system enhances the
thermal stability of metal complexes as compared to unsubstituted quinoline complexes and improves their
solubility in organic solvents [21,22]. 2-Styrylquinoline derivatives are used as precursors for the synthesis of
compounds exhibiting various biological activities, including antitumor [23], antifungal [24], antiinflammatory,
and antiallergic [25]. In addition, they can be used as models for the design of molecular logic devices and
supramolecular systems [26,27].
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The traditional procedure for the synthesis of 2-styrylquinolines is based on condensation of quinaldine
with aromatic aldehydes in acetic anhydride [28,29]. However, this method involves prolonged heating of the
reaction mixture, while the yields of target compounds are reduced as a result of formation of products. In
recent years, Ca(OTf)2 catalyzed sp3 C–H functionalization of azaarenes has been reported [30].

In the present study, we synthesized (E)-2-(2-hydroxystyryl)quinolin-8-ol (HSQ). Then we investigated
its electronic structure, solvatochromism, electric dipole moment in the ground and excited state, and behavior
under an electric field (EF). Knowledge of the interaction between solvent and solute and between solute and
solute during electronic transitions and electronic structures of molecules provide important information on
how electrons behave actively in photophysical and photochemical processes. Additionally, solvatochromism
gives information involving the organic electronic material properties of molecules. It is worth noting that
wavelength shifts (bathochromic and hypsochromic effect) occurring dependent on the solvent medium of elec-
tronic transitions can be explained by fitting to a quantitative model (polarity, dipolarity function, hydrogen
bonding, or other physical parameters). The linear solvation energy relationship (LSER) was applied to an-
alyze the solvent–solute interactions of the molecule. In order to achieve that, multilinear regression analysis
(MLRA) was performed using Kamlet–Taft and Catalan parameters, the Marcus optical dielectric function,
and Reichardt–Dimroth solvent parameters [31,32]. Excited state and ground state dipole moments of the
investigated compounds were calculated using Bakhshiev, Lippert–Mataga, Bilot–Kawski, and Reichardt solva-
tochromic shift methods [32,33].

2. Experimental
2.1. General
All experiments were carried out in predried glassware in an inert atmosphere of argon. 1H NMR and 13C
NMR spectra were recorded in CDCl3 on an Agilent NMR spectrometer (400 MHz). 1H (400 MHz) and 13C
NMR (100 MHz) were recorded in CDCl3 and the chemical shifts are expressed in ppm relative to CDCl3 (δ
7.26 and 77.0 for 1H and 13C NMR, respectively) as the internal standard. Flash column chromatography was
performed using thick-walled glass columns and silica gel (60-mesh; Merck). The reactions were monitored by
thin-layer chromatography (TLC) using Merck 0.2-mm silica gel 60 F254 analytical aluminum plates, visualized
by UV light. All extracts were dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate and solutions were concentrated under
reduced pressure using a rotary evaporator.

Both absorbance and fluorescence spectra were recorded in cyclohexane, benzene, toluene, o-xylene,
diethyl ether, chloroform, 1-butanol, acetone, ethanol, methanol, acetonitrile, ethylene glycol, and water. In
these measurements, ultraviolet–visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectra and steady-state fluorescence spectra were
recorded by PerkinElmer Lambda-35 UV-Vis spectrophotometer and PerkinElmer LS-55 Model fluorescence
spectrophotometer. All the measurements were obtained at room temperature. The solutions were prepared as
about 1.12 µM. Spectroscopic grade solvents and organic compounds were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

2.2. Synthesis and characterization

2-Methyl quinoline-8-ol (160 mg, 1 mmol), salicylaldehyde (122 mg, 1 mmol), Ca(OTf)2 (5 mol %, 17 mg),
and Bu4NPF6 (2 mol %, 8 mg) were mixed in a dark vial and reacted at 130 ◦C for 5 h. CH2Cl2 was added
after the mixture was cooled. The crude product was purified by flash column chromatography using ethyl
acetate/hexane as the eluent to give HSQ.
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HSQ: Yellow solid. (80% yield; mp 190–192; 1H NMR (CDCl3 , 400 MHz): δ 8.09 (d, J= 8.6 Hz, 1H),
8.01 (d, J= 16.4 Hz, 1H), 7.66 (t, J= 8.3 Hz, 2H), 7.43–7.37 (m, 2H), 7.28 (d, J= 8.2 Hz, 1H), 7.23–7.18 (m,
1H), 7.16 (dd, J= 1.1 and 7.5 Hz, 1H), 6.99 (t, J= 7.5 Hz, 1H), 6.84 (d, J= 8.0 Hz, 1H); 13C NMR (CDCl3 ,
100 MHz): δ 154.0, 153.8, 152.0, 137.9, 136.3, 129.8, 129.0, 127.8, 127.4, 127.2, 126.6, 123.7, 121.2, 120.4, 117.7,
116.1, 110.1. Characterization data are consistent with the literature data [34].

2.3. Experimental dipole moment calculations

Ground state electric dipole moments were calculated using the Bilot–Kawski method [35–41]. Excited state
dipole moments were obtained by the Lippert–Mataga [42,43], Bakhshiev [44], and modified Bilot–Kawski
methods [36,45] and the molecular-microscopic solvent polarity parameter (EN

T ) [46].

2.4. Quantitative solvent–solute interactions

LSER calculations of the title molecule were performed using Kamlet–Taft and Catalan parameters. These
equations are shown below:

ϑmax = C0 + C1.f(n) + C2.f(ε) + C3.β + C4.α (1)

ϑmax = C5 + C1.SP + C2.SdP + C3.SA+ C4.SB (2)

In these equations, C0 and C5 are the statistical quantities corresponding to the values of these properties
in the gas phase or inert solvents [47]. C1 –C4 are coefficients derived from Kamlet–Taft solvatochromism, which
provides information on solvent–solute interactions during electronic transitions. C1 (polarizability or disper-
sion/polarization) and C2 (polarity or orientation/induction) show specific interactions, while C3 (hydrogen
bonding acceptor) and C4 (hydrogen bonding donor) show nonspecific interactions [48–50].

In Catalan solvatochromism, C6 (polarizability of solvent) and C7 (dipolarity of solvent) solvatochromic
coefficients indicate the global interactions, while C8 (solvent of acidity) and C9 (solvent of basicity) describe
the nonglobal interactions, which occur during electronic transitions between solvent and solute [51].

2.5. Quantum chemical calculations

The three-dimensional ground state (S0) geometries of all compounds were optimized in the gas phase without
any symmetry restrictions using DFT [52] implemented hybrid functional B3LYP with the Gaussian 09W
[53] software package. B3LYP is composed of Becke’s three parameter exchange functional (B3) [54] and the
nonlocal correlation functional by Lee, Yang, and Parr (LYP) [55]. In order to find the molecular structures
with minimum energy, conformational analysis was performed with the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) method and
basis set. Afterwards, H-bond transfer of O28–H21 with N10–H21 was performed by applying the TD-B3LYP/6-
311++G(d,p) method and basis set. The vibrational analyses were carried out using the same basis set employed
in the corresponding geometry optimizations. The frequency analysis did not yield any imaginary frequencies,
indicating that the optimized structure of the molecule corresponds to at least a local minimum on the potential
energy surface. The normal mode analysis was performed for 3N – 6 vibrational degrees of freedom, with N
being the number of atoms in the molecule.
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3. Results and discussion
Through the cleavage of two C(sp3)–H bonds of alkylazaarenes, synthesis of alkenyl product by green Lewis acid
catalyst was considered. The HSQ was synthesized by the reaction of 2-methyl quinoline-8-ol and salicylaldehyde
by the catalysis of Ca(OTf)2 (Scheme).

Scheme 1. Synthesis of HSQ.

3.1. Electronic transitions
Figure 1 depicts the molecular structure including the Mulliken charge and dipole moment vectors calculated
using B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) of HSQ.

Figure 1. Molecular structure, Mulliken charge, and dipole moment vectors of the HSQ molecule calculated using
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p).

Table 1 and Figure 2 show the absorbance and fluorescence spectra data of the HSQ molecule in various
solvent media. We observed that the absorption spectrum of this molecule has four absorption bands in 13
different solvents. These electronic bands are observed at 248–256 nm (5.00–4.84 eV), 260–285 nm (4.77–4.35
eV), 293–311 nm (4.23–3.99 eV), and 344–361 nm (3.60–3.43 eV), respectively. The first electronic absorbance
transition peak observed in the absorbance spectrum can be referred to as π–π* electronic transition, which
was observed in cyclohexane, diethyl ether, methanol, acetonitrile, ethylene glycol, and water. Except for
cyclohexane and diethyl ether, all of these solvents are polar protic, which may have an effect on electronic
transitions. However, in cyclohexane, only intramolecular electronic transitions can take place. The second
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electronic band can be attributed to π–π* electronic absorption in the quinoline ring, while the first electronic
band is attributed to π–π* electronic absorption transition in the phenol ring. The third electronic band
occurred by π–π* electronic absorption transition due to conjugation between the quinoline and phenol rings.
The last band refers to n–π* electronic absorption transition, which is expected to be born out from the
delocalization of n electrons as a result of the interaction of HSQ with solvents. The assignment of the absorption
bands is made according to the transition energy (in eV) and the electron conjugation centers of the molecule.
Naik and Math reported that the 8-hydroxyquinoline molecule has an excited state intramolecular proton
transfer (ESIPT) mechanism [18]. Filip et al. investigated the electronic structure of the 8-hydroxyquinoline
molecule in some solvents and thus an ESIPT structure has been explained for this molecule [19]. Electronic
structure and dipole moments estimated by using polar and aprotic solvents the 2-,6-,7-, 8-hydroxyquinolines
were researched by Mehata et al. [20]. The observed electronic transition wavelength values for both absorption
and emission spectra in these works were smaller than those in the present work, because the phenoxy substituent
gives rise to longer wavelengths. Greater wavelength values brought about a fine structure in the spectra of
HSQ.

Table 1. The absorbance and fluorescence spectra data of HSQ.

Solvent λabs1 λabs2 λabs3 λabs4 νabs4 λpl1 λpl2 νpl2 λpl3 ∆ν

Cyclohexane 256 - - 349 28,653 408 441 22,675 - 5977
Benzene - 287 296, 311 346 28,901 415 435 22,988 510 5913
Toluene - - - 344 29,069 411 445 22,471 515 6597
o-Xylene - - - 346 28,901 414 438 22,831 - 6070
Diethyl ether 249 285 295 350 28,571 - 428 23,364 - 5206
Chloroform - 286 296 347 28,818 418 436 22,935 - 5882
1-Butanol - 286 295, 311 354 28,248 - 441 22,675 - 5572
Acetone - - - 352 28,409 - 439 22,779 - 5630
Ethanol - 285 295 350 28,571 - 446 22,421 480 6149
Methanol 248 285 294 350 28,571 - 454 22,026 482 6544
Acetonitrile 249 285 293 351 28,490 - 444 22,522 478 5967
Ethylene glycol 251, 264 - 298 361 27,700 416 446 22,421 - 5279
Water 260 - - 355 28,735 446 22,421 - 6314

In the first three absorbance bands, there occurred an irregular hypsochromic shift in which the bands
shifted towards smaller wavelengths with increasing polarity. During these electronic transitions, the molecule
decreased the difference between ground and excited state energies dependent on the polarity of the solvent.

As the polarity increases, the wavelength of the last absorbance band shifts towards a higher value, which
indicates a bathochromic shift. This electronic transition might be a result of excited state intramolecular
proton transfer. The energy of this transition is increased as the polarity increases. As can be seen from Table
1, Stokes shifts vary in the range of 78–101 nm (5206–6597 cm−1) . This means that the studied molecule proves
excited state intramolecular proton transfer. The fine structure observed in the fluorescence spectra supports an
ESIPT mechanism too. The values of fluorescence bands are shown in Table 1. Three fluorescence bands were
observed for the present molecule. The wavelength of the excitation was 360 nm. The first fluorescence band
was at 408–418 nm (3.04–2.97 eV). The second fluorescence band was observed in all solvents at 428–454 nm
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Figure 2. The absorbance and fluorescence spectra data in different solvent media of HSQ (excitation wavelength is
360 nm).

(2.90–2.73 eV). The last fluorescence band appeared in several solvents (benzene, toluene, ethanol, methanol,
and acetonitrile) in the range of 478 nm (2.59 eV) and 515 nm (2.41 eV). In both the first and the second
fluorescence bands, a bathochromic shift was observed irregularly due to the solvent polarity change. The
hypsochromic shift in the third fluorescence band was observed irregularly.

Stokes shifts between the electronic absorbance and fluorescence bands studied have a bathochromic
effect, indicating solvatochromism. Figure 3 shows the open and closed forms of the present structure (Figure
3a), geometry optimized structures of open and closed forms (Figure 3b), and excited state intramolecular
proton transfer mechanism of the molecule (Figure 3c) studied by B3LYP/6-311++G (d,p) level of theory. As
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seen from Figure 3a, the distance between 21 H with 10 N was 2.1048 Å, which means that this proton can
form hydrogen bonding with the nitrogen atom in the excited state.

Figure 3. Excited state intramolecular proton transfer mechanism of the molecule calculated with B3LYP/6-
311++G(d,p) for HSQ.
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3.2. Solvatochromism

Solvatochromism is the reversible change in the electronic spectroscopic properties (absorption, emission) of a
chemical structure caused by solvents. In other words, the term solvatochromism is used to describe significant
changes in the position (and sometimes intensity) of the UV-Vis absorption band accompanying the change in
the polarity of the medium. Molecules of electronic transitions depending on the environment can be used in
organic electronics [46,47].

The linear solvation energy relationship allows us to statistically identify the effects that contribute to
solvatochromism, quantitatively and qualitatively defining the interactions between solvent and solute. The
studied molecule was subjected to LSER for both absorbance and fluorescence using dielectric function and
refractive index Kamlet–Taft parameters. In addition, LSER was applied using solvent polarizability, solvent
dipolarity, solvent of acidity, and solvent of basicity done with Catalan parameters. The resulting statistical
parameters for correcting the multiple linear regression equations and the proposed models are given below.
The values of parameters used in the solvatochromism and electric dipole moment calculations are tabulated in
Table 2.

Table 2. Spectral treatment of the Bilot–Kawski, Lippert–Mataga, Bakhshiev, modified Bilot–Kawski, and Reichardt
methods.

Methods Slope (m) Intercept Cor. (R2) Solvents used n
Bilot–Kawski-1 1753.8 4441.8 0.7788 Diethyl ether, 1-Butanol, Acetone, Ace-

tonitrile, Water
5

Bilot–Kawski-2 –1805.2 53,455 0.8895 Diethyl ether, 1-Butanol, Acetone, Ace-
tonitrile, Water

5

Lippert–Mataga 1429 5981.6 0.8711 Cyclohexane, Benzene, o-Xylene,
Methanol, Water

5

Bakshiev 502.63 5984.1 0.8544 Cyclohexane, Benzene, o-Xylene,
Methanol, Water

5

Modified Bilot–Kawski –1608.1 26,595 0.8987 Benzene, Diethyl ether, Chloroform, 1-
Butanol, Acetone, Ethanol, Acetoni-
trile, Water

8

Reichardt 1742.6 5139.8 0.8614 Diethyl ether, Chloroform, Acetone,
Ethanol, Methanol, Acetonitrile

6

Eqs. (3) and (4) are the equations of Kamlet–Taft and Catalan solvatochromism for the fourth absorbance
electronic transition. Ethylene glycol was removed to make the necessary numerical statistical parameters (for
R, R2 , F, and P) in both Kamlet–Taft and Catalan solvatochromism. For the studied molecule, C0 data were
obtained as 27,773 cm−1 (360 nm) and 28,343 cm−1 (352 nm) from the Kamlet–Taft and Catalan models,
respectively. These values are determined for the molecule without any interaction with the environment.
In both Kamlet–Taft and Catalan solvatochromism, the polarizability in specific interactions is observed to
be more effective, so that as the polarity (dispersion/polarization) increases the wavelength shifts to smaller
values, i.e. the hypsochromic shift occurs with increasing polarity. Although the polarity parameter is not
dominant in the electronic absorbance transitions, a bathochromic shift is observed with increasing polarity
(dipolarity-orientation). According to Eq. (3), the hydrogen bond acceptor is more effective than the donor in
electron absorption transitions. According to Eq. (4), the solvent of basicity was observed to be more dominant
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than the solvent of acidity.

ϑmax = 28343 + 2146.f(n)− 144.f(ε)− 494.β + 158.α (3)

R = 0.856R2 = 0.733F = 4.796P = 0.035n = 12 extracting ethylene glycol

ϑmax = 27773 + 1531.SP − 155.SdP + 115.SA− 334.SB (4)

R = 0.866R2 = 0.749F = 5.235P = 0.029n = 12 extracting ethylene glycol

For the electronic emission spectrum, Kamlet–Taft solvatochromism and Catalan solvatochromism were
applied extracting cyclohexane, benzene, chloroform, and methanol. In Eqs. (5) and (6), C0 and C5 coeffi-
cients in Kamlet–Taft and Catalan solvatochromism of HSQ were 25,644 cm−1 (389 nm) and 21,040 cm−1 (475
nm), respectively. These wavelengths are electronic emission transition wavelengths in gaseous/inert medium.
According to the Kamlet–Taft solvatochromism, the polarization/dispersion effect is influenced by the orienta-
tion/induction effect.

In Eq. (5), the electronic emission wavelength shifts toward a greater value by increasing polariza-
tion/dispersion and orientation/induction function; this indicates the bathochromic effect. Looking at the
specific interactions, the hydrogen bond donor has a greater effect than the hydrogen bond acceptor does. The
hydrogen bond acceptor effect causes the hypsochromic effect. According to Eq. (6), solvent dipolarity has
a greater effect on electronic emission transition than solvent polarizability does. According to the solvent
polarity, it seems that there is a bathochromic effect in electronic emission transitions. Comparing the solvent
basicity, solvent acidity has a more significant effect on the spectral shift. Both solvent acidity and solvent
basicity give rise to a bathochromic effect on the electronic emission band.

ϑmax = 25644− 8684.f(n)− 1450.f(ε) + 525.β − 192.α (5)

R = 0.866R2 = 0.750F = 3.000P = 0.156n = 9 extracting cyclohexane, benzene, chloroform, methanol

ϑmax = 21040 + 2192.SP + 46.SdP − 914.SA− 470.SB (6)

R = 0.840R2 = 0.706F = 3.599P = 0.079n = 12 extracting diethyl ether, water

3.3. Electric dipole moments
The ground and excited state dipole moments were estimated using solvatochromic shift methods. The ground
state dipole moment was calculated using the Bilot–Kawski method, while the excited state dipole moment of
HSQ was calculated using the Bilot–Kawski, Lippert–Mataga, Bakshiev, modified Bilot–Kawski, and Reichardt
methods. Figure 4 depicts the correlation plots derived from the Bilot–Kawski, Lippert–Mataga, Bakshiev,
modified Bilot–Kawski, and Reichardt methods. These calculations were used to obtain Stokes shifts and the
sum of wavenumbers of the fluorescence and absorbance spectra. In addition, these calculations were used to
find dielectric and refraction index functions and Onsager cavity radius. Moreover, the statistical parameters
found in the experimental dipole moment calculations are listed in Table 3. The ground state dipole moment was
0.0886 D by the Bilot–Kawski method, whereas the excited state dipole moment was 6.09 D, 5.546 D, 3.325 D,
5.791 D, and 3.394 D with the Bilot–Kawski, Lippert–Mataga, Bakshiev, modified Bilot–Kawski, and Reichardt
methods, respectively. In addition, Onsager cavity radius and electric dipole moment values are given in Table
4. The ground state and excited state dipole moments of the 8-hydroxy quinoline were reported as 0.87 D and
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2.02 D, respectively [20]. The ground state dipole moment of HSQ with hydroxystyryl substituent decreases,
while its excited state dipole moment increases. This case is attributed to the breaking of conjugation between
the quinoline ring and hydroxystyryl substituent. A decrease in the excited state charge distribution compared
to the ground state of charge distribution was observed. There is a considerable difference between the ground
and the excited state dipole moments. Thus, in the excited state, large changes in electronic construction
occurred.

Figure 4. The graphs of electric dipole moment correlations.

3.4. ESIPT reaction
Proton transfer consisting of the O–H...N group in this molecule was explored by calculating both the ground
and excited state geometries using the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) and TD-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) methods and
potential energy surface (PES) curves. The plot of PES depending on proton migration from the O20 –H21
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Table 3. Onsager cavity radius and electric dipole moments.

Methods Dipole moment (Debye)
µg (Bilot–Kawski) 0.0886
µe (Bilot–Kawski) 6.09
µe (Lippert–Mataga) 5.546
µe (Bakshiev) 3.325
µe (Modified Bilot–Kawski) 5.791
µe (Reichardt) 3.394
µtheo. 3.3811
a 5.93 Å

Table 4. The values of parameters used in solvatochromism and electric dipole moment calculations.*

No. Solvent ε n β α f(ε) f(n) SP SdP SA SB
1 Cyclohexane 2.02 1.4266 0 0 0.2537 0.2565 0.683 0.000 0.000 0.073
2 Benzene 2.27 1.5589 0.1 0 0.2974 0.3228 0.793 0.270 0.000 0.124
3 Toluene 2.38 1.4969 0.11 0 0.3151 0.2925 0.791 0.266 0.000 0.157
4 o-Xylene 2.57 1.5054 0.16 0 0.3435 0.2968 0.782 0.284 0.000 0.128
5 Diethyl ether 4.34 1.3497 0.47 0 0.5268 0.2150 0.617 0.385 0.000 0.562
6 Chloroform 4.81 1.4459 0.1 0.2 0.5595 0.2666 0.783 0.614 0.047 0.071
7 1-Butanol 17.4 1.399 0.84 0.84 0.8454 0.2418 0.674 0.655 0.341 0.809
8 Acetone 20.56 1.3587 0.48 0.08 0.8670 0.2199 0.651 0.907 0.000 0.475
9 Ethanol 24.55 1.3614 0.75 0.86 0.8870 0.2214 0.633 0.783 0.400 0.658
10 Methanol 32.66 1.3284 0.66 0.98 0.9134 0.2031 0.608 0.904 0.605 0.545
11 Acetonitrile 38.8 1.3442 0.4 0.19 0.9265 0.2119 0.645 0.974 0.044 0.286
12 Ethylene glycol 41.4 1.4318 0.86 0.75 0.9309 0.2592 0.777 0.910 0.717 0.534
13 Water 78.36 1.333 0.18 1.17 0.9627 0.2056 0.681 0.997 1.062 0.025

*Experimental values of solvent parameters dielectric constant ε , refractive indices n, Reichardt parameter
(ETN) [29,30], Kamlet–Taft parameters (solvent dipolarity/polarizability parameter, π*, H-bonding donor
capacity α , H-bonding acceptor capacity β) , Catalan parameters (solvent polarity SP, solvent dipolarity SdP,
acidity of solvent SA, basicity of solvent SB) are taken from the literature [29–35].

group toward the N atom is depicted in Figure 3c. In addition, we saw the proton transfer in the PES video.
In the ground state, O20–H21 length is 0.97438 Å, while H21…N10 bond length is 2.09721 Å. In the excited
state, O20–H21 bond length in the ESIPT mechanism is calculated to be 2.35779 Å, whereas H21…N10 bond
length is found to be 0.99721 Å. The energy difference between these two states in ground state is 0.6684 eV,
while in excited state it is 0.5910 eV. It can be concluded from Figure 5 that the third absorbance, the second
photoluminescence, and the fourth absorbance of the molecule occur in the closed form of the molecule, while
the second fluorescence occurs by the electronic transition of the ESIPT mechanism.

In cyclohexane, we have two electronic absorption transition and two fluorescence bonds. The ESIPT
mechanism was observed at the fourth electronic absorbance transition. According to Figure 5, the O–H bond
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Figure 5. ESIPT mechanism calculated with B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) and TD-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) for H-transfer
of HSQ. Electronic transition mechanism in benzene is presented.

is broken in the course of the second electronic transition. Therefore, H migrates from H–O to the N10 atom.
Figure 3c shows the ESIPT mechanism of HSQ [56].

3.5. Treatment under an Electric Field
HOMO and LUMO energies and the HOMO–LUMO gap (∆ε) of HSQ calculated by DFT-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)
level of theory were –5.89 eV, –2.40 eV, and 3.49 eV, respectively. A large ∆ε value in the ground state indicates
that HSQ is an insulator. The ground state dipole moment of the present compound was calculated as 3.3684
Debye by the same method. In order to tune the ∆ε and dipole moment, an external EF was applied in 3D
(xyz-direction). The plots of ∆ε variation and dipole moment change versus applied external EF are depicted
in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. As seen from Figure 6, ∆ε stays almost stable up to 0.04 V/Å EF. From 0.05
V/Å to 0.08 V/Å, ∆ε decreases drastically from 3.0330 eV to 0.8702 eV. At the higher applied EF, the decrease
in ∆ε continues and the smallest ∆ε value is obtained at 0.17 V/Å as 0.3951 eV. It is important to note that
at 0.07 V/Å EF and beyond HSQ gains an organic semiconductor character. LUMO energy starts to decrease
under 0.05 V/Å EF, whereas the response of HOMO energies versus EF starts at 0.08 V/Å. The external EF
was more effective on LUMO energy than on HOMO energy.

Dipole moment of the title compound was calculated to be 3.3684 Debye in the absence of EF by DFT-
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. In the range of 0.00–0.06 V/Å EF, dipole moment was 3.368–3.6786
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Figure 6. HOMO and LUMO energies and HOMO–LUMO gap (∆ε) as a function of external electric field.

Figure 7. Dipole moment variation versus external electric field.

Debye. Starting from the 0.07 V/Å EF, dipole moment increased almost linearly until 0.15 V/Å. At higher EF
beyond this point dipole moment showed fluctuations. The highest dipole moment was 16.7037 Debye at 0.19
V/Å EF.

3.6. Nonlinear optical (NLO) properties

NLO effects emerge from the interactions of electromagnetic fields in various media to generate new fields
changed in phase, frequency, amplitude, or other diffusion characteristics from the incident fields [57]. NLO
materials have been widely investigated by researchers recently due to their importance in applicability as the
key functions of frequency shifting, optical logic, optical switching, optical modulation, and optical memory for
the upcoming technologies in areas of telecommunications, signaling and optical interconnections [58–61].

A Taylor series expansion of the total dipole moment, µtot (Eq. (7)), induced by the field represents the
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NLO response of an isolated molecule in an EF E i(ω) :

µtot = µ0 + αijEj + βijkEjk, (7)

where α , µ0 , and βijk are linear polarizability, the permanent dipole moment, and the first hyperpo-
larizability tensor, respectively. The isotropic (or average) linear polarizability can be calculated by Eq. (9)
[62]:

αtot = (αxx + αyy + αzz)/3 (8)

First hyperpolarizability is a third degree tensor that is represented by a 3 × 3 × 3 matrix. The 27
elements of the 3D matrix can be reduced to 10 components due to the Kleinman symmetry [62] such that
βxyy = βyxy = βyyx = βyyz = βyzy = βzyy ; ...). The output file of a computation in Gaussian 09 provides the
10 values of this matrix as βxxx , βxxy , βxyy , βyyy , βxxz , βxyz , βyyz , βxzz , βyzz , and βzzz , respectively. The
components of the first hyperpolarizability can be calculated using the following equation (Eq. (9)) [63]:

βi = βiii + 1/3?(βijj + βjij + βjji) (9)

The magnitude of βtot from Gaussian program output can be calculated by Eq. (10).

βtot = [(βxxx + βxyy + βxzz)
2 + (βyyy + βyzz + βyxx)

2 + (βzzz + βzxx + βzyy)
2]1/2 (10)

The calculations of the total molecular dipole moment (µtot) , linear polarizability (αtot) , and hyper-
polarizability (βtot) from the Gaussian output were explained in a previous work [64], and DFT has been
widely used as an effective method to compute the properties of NLO materials [65]. The electronic dipole
moment µtot , polarizability αtot , and the hyperpolarizability βtot data of all compounds were calculated at the
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory using the Gaussian 09 package; the results are given in Table 5.

Table 5. The B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) calculated dipole moment µtot (Debye), the average polarizability αtot (Å3) ,
and first hyperpolarizability βtot (×10−30 cm5 /esu) for HSQ.

µx 0.5383 βxxx 2139.504961
µy –3.3117 βxxy –512.403
µz 0.4183 βxyy –95.3790815
µtot 3.3811 βyyy –293.6318287
αxx 269.679 βxxz 65.8297021
αxy 7.995 βxyz 13.1822671
αyy 204.118 βyyz –3.5988129
αxz –15.755 βxzz –7.101
αyz 0.707 βyzz –77.1840884
αzz 151.831 βzzz –31.5506389
αtot 38.0 βtot 19.2

The dipole moment of HSQ was calculated to be 3.37 Debye. Two hydroxyl groups attached to parent
quinoline result in an increase in charge separation; thus, the observation of high dipole moment is not surprising.
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The 3D-MEP surface counter map was obtained for B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) optimized geometries to
predict reactive sites for electrophilic and nucleophilic processes for the compounds and dipole moment observa-
tion. The electrostatic potential surface of HSQ is shown in Figure 8. Electrophilic reactivity regions (negative
charge) are shown in red and yellow, while blue indicates nucleophilic reactivity [66]. For the title compound,
the negative charge is mostly localized on the electron withdrawing hydroxy groups, as expected. The charge
separation is very well observed for HSQ, which may be the reason for the high magnitude dipole moment.

Figure 8. MEP for the title compound calculated by B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p).

The average polarizability (αtot) data together with its components are listed in Table 5. The value of
the calculated polarizability is equal to 38.0 Å3 for HSQ. The hyperpolarizability value βtot (19.2 × 10−30

cm5 /esu) for the compound was much greater than that of urea (0.77 × 10−30 cm5 /esu) [67], which is one
of the typical compounds used in research into the NLO properties of molecular systems. Therefore, it was
used frequently as a threshold value for comparative studies [67]. The obtained results show that the title
compound is a good candidate for NLO materials. The hyperpolarizability value for hydroxyquinoline itself
was computed to be 3.5; thus, an increase in the conjugation path upon substitution of the hydroxystyryl link
resulted in an increase in first hyperpolarizability. Comparison of the interfrontier energy gap data with the
hyperpolarizability values is a good indicator of nonlinear properties. ∆E for urea was calculated to be 8.2 eV
at the same level of DFT method, whereas the ∆E value for the present system was 3.49 eV.

4. Conclusions
In the present study, the electronic structure, ESIPT mechanism, experimental dipole moment, and solva-
tochromism properties of HSQ were investigated by both spectroscopic and computational methods. HSQ
was found to be a solvatochromic material. Global electronic absorption and emission transitions indicated a
bathochromic effect. Charge distribution in ground and excited states was almost the same, due to µe being
only 0.0144 times bigger than µg . The equation µe = (mB−K(2)+ mB−K(1))/(mB−K(2) – mB−K(1)) was used
to obtain the charge distribution data [35–40]. It was observed that application of an external EF gave rise to a
lower value of ∆ε and thus gave an organic semiconductor character of HSQ. The lowest HOMO–LUMO band
gap was obtained at 0.17 V/Å as 0.3951 eV.
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